REWARD UP TO
$5,000

FOR INFORMATION ON THE DEATH OF SHAWN JONES

HOMICIDE

Shawn Jones, Age 30

On September 28, 2018, Seventh District officers responded to a medical call in the 4300 block of Dale Street. Upon arrival, officers discovered one adult male lying inside an unoccupied residence, suffering from gunshot wounds.

You must call Crimestoppers DIRECTLY and SUBMIT AN ANONYMOUS TIP at (504) 822-1111, or through our Say It Here app to qualify for the reward. You will remain anonymous and do not have to testify in court to earn the cash REWARD. Call Crimestoppers and you will be issued a tip number, which is the only way we identify you. You must keep your number to check on the status and be eligible for the Reward. The reward is paid in CASH.